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Abstract: Erosion of carbon based materials plays a very crucial role in deter-
mining its candidature as a potential plasma facing material in fusion devices.
Carbon erosion yield shows strong dependence on energy, flux of the incoming
ions and the target temperature. Various experiments and theoretical mod-
els have made successful attempts to understand some aspects of the erosion
mechanism of carbon bombarded by hydrogen ions. They are valid for a partic-
ular parameter range. None of the models alone can explain the temperature,
energy and flux dependence of erosion simultaneously. In the present work
different aspects of erosion mechanism are parameterized. A new model which
takes into account the basic merits of different theoretical models and the var-
ious parameterized quantities is embedded in the SDTrimSP [1,2] program.
This upgraded SDTrimSP enables us to calculate the physical and chemical
sputtering in a single model for various parameter ranges. The results obtained
by the upgraded SDTrimSP are in good agreement with experimental data.
Key words: Hydrogen; TRIM; Chemical erosion; Carbon; Physical sputtering;
Diffusion
1 Introduction
Erosion of carbon–based materials due to particle impact has long been a
concern when it comes to plasma–facing applications in thermonuclear fusion
reactors. Although these materials exhibit excellent thermo–mechanical prop-
erties, their susceptibility to erosion through physical and chemical processes
limits their lifetimes while increasing plasma impurity levels. In particular,
there is large uncertainty about the extrapolation of the chemical sputtering
yield to fusion reactor relevant fluxes.
The chemical reaction of energetic ions with carbon atoms occurs after slowing
down of the ions. Three main mechanisms have been identified for the chemical
erosion
(1) Thermally activated process occurring due to the local chemistry of re-
actions between H and C
(2) Radiation damage occurring due to the energy deposition by the energetic
H atoms
(3) Kinetic hydrocarbon emission or surface effects, e. g. swift chemical sput-
tering. This contribution dominates the chemical erosion at low energies.
Different models for understanding the chemical erosion and its dependence on
temperature, energy and flux are existing [3–7]. Most of these models are based
on the Ku¨ppers cycle [4,5] of chemical erosion. They are able to reproduce
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the available experimental results for specific parameter ranges. The model
of Mech [3] gives the most complete atomistic picture of chemical erosion.
Since the Ku¨ppers cycle takes into account only the contribution from the
thermally activated processes the model was extended to include the other
contributions to chemical erosion namely radiation damage and surface kinetic
hydrocarbon emission in the atomistic frame work. The goal of the present
work is to include a chemistry–based module for hydrocarbon reactions into
the collisional cascade SDTrimSP version 5.0 to model the experimental results
of the energy, temperature and flux dependence of chemical erosion (i) due to
hydrogen bombardment and (ii) due to combined Ar+ and H bombardment.
In the following section most of the existing models of chemical erosion are
discussed briefly.
1.1 Model by Roth
Roth et al. [6] proposed an analytical model for the chemical erosion of car-
bon by hydrogen ion bombardment. The total erosion yield of carbon under
hydrogen bombardment, Ytot, consists of three components, the physical sput-
tering yield (Yphys), the thermal erosion yield (Ytherm), enhanced by radiation
damage (Ydam) and the sputtering of radicals (Ysurf ), see Appendix A.
Ytot = Yphys + Ytherm(1 +D · Ydam) + Ysurf (1)
In general, the predicted yields shows good agreement with the experimentally
observed values. But in this model , as argued by Mech et al., purely empirical
forms of the equations are chosen rather than allowing the individual reactions
to proceed within the atomistic framework of the model system.
1.2 Model by Hopf
Hopf et al. [7] proposed that the bombardment of a carbon target by Ar+
ions in the presence of atomic hydrogen leads to broken bonds created due
to the collision cascade in the target. They are instantly passivated by the
abundant flux of the atomic hydrogen, which penetrate a few nanometers into
the target. This process leads to the formation of stable hydrocarbons within
the overlapping range of Ar+ ions and H. Formed hydrocarbon molecules
diffuse to the surface and finally gets desorbed. The proposed mechanism gives
an explanation to the experimentally observed time constant (∼ 1 ms) as the
time needed for out–diffusion of the erosion products. As a consequence of
this, at very high hydrogen fluxes this out–diffusion becomes the rate limiting
step for chemical sputtering.
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On the basis of the above proposed mechanism of chemical erosion, Hopf et
al. have developed a simple model. The energy dependence of the chemical
sputtering yield is proportional (i) to the yield Yc at which the incoming ion
breaks C − C bonds and (ii) to the probability ppass for the passivation of
a broken bond by atomic hydrogen. The maximum range of diffusion, d, of
atomic hydrogen in carbon and in C:H films was determined to be about 2
nm. ppass is assumed to be an exponential decaying function of the distance
to the surface, with a mean free path of λ. The total erosion yield is given by
Ytot = Yphys + Ychem (2)
Ychem = a ·
d∫
0
Yc · ppass dx (3)
Ychem = a ·
d∫
0
Yc · e(−x/λ) dx (4)
Here, a = 0.4, λ = 0.4nm and d = 2nm.
1.3 Extended Ku¨ppers model by Mech
Ku¨ppers and co–workers [4,5] outlined the principal atomistic processes in-
volved in the chemical erosion of amorphous hydrogenated carbon (a-C:H) by
the impact of thermal hydrogen atoms. This model is appropriate to study the
interaction of hydrogen with partially or fully hydrogenated carbon materials
and was later extended by Mech et al. to develop a self consistent energetic
model for chemical erosion. It is well known that the interaction of energetic
H with C leads to a–C:H and the resulting sample has a large internal surface
area which plays a very important role in the hydrocarbon formation. Mech
et al. have used this ”effective surface” approach to implement this. Since this
effective surface depends on the ion impact energy, they take the total flux
density as used in the experiment and use some fitting parameters (described
in the following paragraph) to implement this aspect.
Fig. 1 shows various atomistic processes occurring due to the impact of the
thermal H-atom on amorphous hydrogenated carbon (a-C:H) films [8]. For
the detailed set of rate equations the reader is referred to Appendix B. The
methane erosion yield is composed of a kinetic part Y0 and a thermal part
YT . For given steady state concentration of sp
3 and spxCH and σi the methane
yield is:
YCH4 = Y0(E, T0) +YT (E, T ) (5)
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YCH4 = Y0Mech +YTMech (7)
Y0Mech (= ̺ · σi · [sp3 + spxCH ]) and YTMech (= ̺ · spxCH ExΦ ) are the kinetic
and thermal parts of the erosion yields respectively obtained from the Mech
model. ̺ is the surface density of carbon atoms: ̺ = 6.0 · 1019 atoms/m2. The
bracketed quantities represent concentrations and Φ the H atom flux.
The steady–state solution of the above presented set of differential equations
reproduces the experimental results of the temperature and energy depen-
dence of chemical erosion very well for a flux of 1018m−2s−1. Since the fitting
parameters were calculated for this particular flux value, the results obtained
by this model for the other fluxes are far from the experimental data. The
flux dependence of the erosion yield predicted from the above model is also
too strong.
1.4 Model by Salonen et al.
An attempt was made by Salonen et al. [9,10] to explain the flux dependence of
chemical erosion using Molecular Dynamics (MD). An a:C–H sample was bom-
barded with hydrogen ions of 10 eV energy and at a rate of 2×1029 ions /m2 s.
The hydrogen content of the surface first increased strongly and after reach-
ing a H/C ratio of about 0.56 the sample became super-saturated. After this
the hydrogen content in the sample increased only slightly, as the surface was
already saturated. The erosion yield for the unsaturated surface was ∼ 0.01,
while for the super-saturated surface it was only ∼ 0.001. The drop of one
order of magnitude in the observed erosion yield was believed to be the ex-
planation to the experimentally observed decrease in the erosion yield. The
reason to the sharp drop was the decreased carbon collision cross section at a
surface which had obtained the temporary super-saturation of H atoms due to
the extremely high flux involved. The flux value considered here is very high
compared to the fusion relevant fluxes (1024 ions /m2 /s).
1.5 Model by Rai et al.
Inspired by the work of Salonen et al., another attempt was made by Rai et al.
[11] to study the flux dependence of chemical erosion. The Ku¨ppers cycle of
chemical erosion was implemented in a 3D multi–scale model to simulate the
hydrogen reactive–diffusive transport in porous graphite [12]. The basic prin-
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ciple behind the 3D multi–scale model was to use the insights gained from the
microscopic models (using MD or ab–initio methods) for modeling the trans-
port at the meso–scale (using Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) method). Then
the results of the chemical erosion yield obtained from the meso–scale were
used as input to a simple geometrical model. The basic idea of the geometrical
model was that due to the shielding for deeper lying carbon atoms, the origin
of the total amount of carbon that could be released was limited to a few
surface layers. The hydrocarbon molecules which were present in the deeper
layers collided with the other target atoms before they reached the surface
and got stuck. This idea is very similar to the model of Hopf et al.. This geo-
metrical constraint for the release of hydrogen molecules created a strong flux
dependence.
The local chemistry from the Ku¨ppers model was used to calculate the hy-
drocarbon molecule formation process and then the release probability of the
produced hydrocarbon based on the purely geometrical constraints was deter-
mined numerically. The Chemical erosion yield obtained from the 3D KMC
model, YChem, gives the number of CH3 molecules produced per incident hy-
drogen atom from the sample with given internal structure, at a given temper-
ature and ion energy. Then a ray tracing kind of technique was used in the 3D
spherical volume to find PGeometry (release probability of the hit hydrocarbon
molecule on the basis of geometrical constraints). PGeometry was calculated
from the ratio of the number of hits with other carbon atoms (lying more
shallowly than the chosen carbon atom) to the total number of trials. One
starts with an ordered graphite structure, and, after the hydrogen ions hit the
carbon atoms, the structure of the sample is updated. The release probabil-
ity calculated by this method is due to the geometry of the sample and the
location of the particular carbon atom hit by the hydrogen atom. The actual
release probability (PRelease) is
PRelease = PGeometry × YChem (8)
So the quantity PRelease, includes the effect of the chemistry processes proposed
by Ku¨ppers as well as the effect of the geometrical constraints on the carbon
release probability due to the geometrical structure of the sample and the
position of the hit carbon atom.
The yield obtained by the KMC model itself shows very weak flux dependence
but the combination of KMC with the simple geometrical model gives quite
encouraging results. The obtained flux dependence is in very good agreement
with the experimental results for a wide range of fluxes. The strong flux de-
pendence predicted by the geometrical model is consequence of the nearly
constant carbon flux due to the depth limit of the released carbon from the
geometrical blocking effect. The only drawback of this model is that the KMC
model includes only thermally activated processes and the other two contribu-
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tions coming from the momentum transfer i. e. energy deposition and kinetic
hydrocarbon emission can not be included and therefore the picture is not
complete. However, since the time scale of the binary collision processes and
the diffusion related processes (depending on target temperature) in KMC are
by 102 − 105 orders of magnitude different, this is not possible.
1.6 Summary of existing models
Fig. 2 shows the experimental data for the energy dependence of methane
erosion yield of a carbon sample at room temperature bombarded by energetic
hydrogen ions. The simulation results obtained by Mech, Roth, and Hopf are
also shown for comparison. It is evident from the figure that the model of Hopf
is far from the experimental values. The curves from Mech and Roth shows
good agreement.
Fig. 3a shows the sputtering yields of energetic Ar bombardment on an a–C:H
film at 300K. Fig. 3b shows the experimental data for the same experiment
but with the presence of thermal atomic hydrogen. If one compares the two
figures it can be noted that for the case of Ar bombardment in the presence of
thermal hydrogen the sputtering yield was much higher. The reason is that in
the second experiment thermal hydrogen plays an important role in chemical
erosion which eventually leads to higher sputtering yields (physical sputtering
+ chemical sputtering). The models from Mech and Roth are not able to
reproduce this effect, whereas the results calculated using Hopf are in good
agreement with the experiments.
Following the observations one can conclude that the model of Hopf can suc-
cessfully explain the results of Ar+|H → C but not H+ → C (Figs. 2–3).
The model of Roth and Mech can explain H+ → C but not Ar+|H → C.
Fig. 4 shows the temperature dependence of the erosion yield for 200 eV and
Fig. 5 shows the energy dependence of the erosion yield at 700 K. It can be seen
that the results obtained by Mech matches very well with the experiments.
Whereas the model of Hopf is far off the experimental values.
Figs. 6 and 7 shows the flux dependence of the erosion yield at 700 K and 800
K from [13]. The flux dependence calculated from the model of Hopf and Mech
are far off the experimental data. Only the results from the analytical model of
Roth [6] for chemical erosion show correct tendencies of the flux dependence.
From the survey of Figs. 2–7 it is clear that none of the analytical models
available predicts simultaneously the flux, temperature and energy dependence
of erosion correctly.
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2 Description of the new chemistry module
In the present work, elements from the following ingredients were used to
parameterize different aspects of chemical erosion and then included in the
collisional cascade code SDTrimSP version 5.0 to model various experimental
results.
(1) Binary collision SDTrimSP code: main code which simulates the inter-
action of energetic particles (e.g. H) with a target (e.g. C) taking into
account also the changes within the target due to the bombardment and
calculates various physical quantities like sputtering yield.
(2) Mech model for the chemical erosion: used as a subroutine in SDTrimSP
code to handle the local chemistry and to cross–check the system evolu-
tion in terms of interchange of carbon centers with different hybridization
states.
(3) Depth dependent escape probability: exp(−x/λ) gives the out–diffusion
probability of a hydrocarbon molecule formed at depth x.
In accordance to Eq. (B.12), the total methane erosion yield (YCH4) in the new
SDTrimSP code is calculated as a sum of a kinetic contribution (Y0 SDTrim
at T0 = 300K) and of a temperature dependent or thermal contribution
(YT SDTrim):
YCH4 = Y0 SDTrim(E, T0) + YT SDTrim(E, T ) (9)
First, the carbon species included in the new model for chemistry will be dis-
cussed and then the procedure to calculate Y0 SDTrim(E, T0) and YT SDTrim(E, T )
will be presented.
2.1 Introduction of different carbon hybridization states
In the original version of SDTrimSP carbon atoms were simulated as a single
species. For simulating chemical erosion one needs to distinguish carbon atoms
having different hybridization states as different species. Therefore, the new
chemistry module describes an a–C:H film in terms of three carbon species
namely, sp2 (carbon with double bonds), sp3 (carbon with single bonds and
not bonded to H atom) and sp3H (sp
3 carbon with a bonded H atom). The
code has been modified to include the following chemical reactions:
(1) If an impinging ion transfers more than a critical value of energy to a
sp2 carbon then the double bond is broken and a sp3 carbon is created.
In the model of Hopf [7] the critical energy of 5.0 eV was chosen. If this
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value is used in the code this gives negligible chemical erosion yield for
the incident energy of 10 eV in contrast to the experiments. A scan was
done and it was found that a critical energy value of 3.6 eV gives the
best agreement with the experiments. This value is used in the present
calculations.
(2) Since there is an upper limit of 1/3 on H atoms bonded to C for typical
C:H film, this was used as a limit, i. e.,
• if the concentration of H (nH) or sp3 (nsp3) exceeds the concentration
of sp3H (nsp3H ), sp
3 carbon is changed to sp3H .
• if nH or nsp3 is less than nsp3
H
, sp3H is transferred to sp
3.
(3) The maximum concentration of carbon centers in sp3 hybridization state
(sp3, sp3H) is controlled (as a feedback mechanism) from the values cal-
culated by the Mech model (sp3,sp3H ,sp
3
CH) and is dependent on temper-
ature. For example, at a given temperature, if the total concentration
of carbon centers in sp3 hybridization state calculated from SDTrimSP
(nsp3 + nsp3
H
) is greater than the corresponding value predicted by the
Mech model, then sp3H will change into sp
2 carbon.
Taking into account the reaction channels and the different carbon species
presented above, the erosion yield is calculated as follows.
2.2 Contribution from the kinetic part
The calculation of the kinetic part, Y0 SDTrim(E, T0), of the erosion yield is
based on the mechanism proposed by Hopf [7]. When the low energy ions
impinge on the carbon surface they cause bond breaking and finally get ther-
malized (implanted) within the sample. Lets say YBB represents the number
of bond breaking caused by an impinging ion and YHstop gives the yield of the
H atom implantation. This stopped or implanted H atoms can be bonded to
free open carbon bonds.
For hydrocarbon formation both open carbon bonds and hydrogen atoms must
be available. For example in case of high energy bombardment of H on C a
lot of open bonds are created near the surface but the hydrogen atom are
eventually implanted much deeper in the sample where the number of broken
C bonds is smaller and therefore the erosion yield at higher energies drops
(see Fig. 3). In order to include this effect the minimum of YBB and YHstop
is taken. For an out–diffusion probability of a hydrocarbon molecule from a
depth x the kinetic part of the chemical erosion yield Y0 SDTrim(E, T0) is given
by
Y0 SDTrim(E, T0) =
d∫
0
a ·min[YBB, YHstop ] · e(−x/λ) dx (10)
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Here, λ (= 0.4 nm) is the typical range of out-diffusion for hydrocarbon and
d is the depth of the sample. If the whole sample is divided into k strips or
depth intervals parallel to the surface as in SDTrimSP
Y0 SDTrim(E, T0) =
k∑
0
a ·min[YBB(k), YHstop(k)] · e(−x(k)/λ). (11)
The minimum condition min[YBB(k), YHstop(k)] expresses the fact that chem-
ical erosion only happens when sufficient open bonds (YBB(k)) and suffi-
cient hydrogen (YHstop(k)) are available. Therefore, the minimum of both will
limit the production of hydrocarbons. The constant coefficient given by Hopf
(a = 0.4) is replaced by a variable value ranging from 0.04 to 1.0 and was
obtained by the comparison between measurements and simulation results.
a = min[1.0, 0.04 + 0.01 · YHstop(k)
YBB(k)
] (12)
The value of a = 1.0 is found to reproduce quite well the measurements for
hydrogen on carbon at low energies, whereas for high energies a = 0.04 is




this ratio changes as a function of energy. Using this fit for the experiment of
Hopf a slightly larger chemical erosion is obtained due to the larger values at
small energies, but the data are still well described.
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2.3 Contribution from the thermal part
The temperature dependent part of the chemical erosion yield, YT SDTrim(E, T,Φ0),
in the SDTrimSP code is based on the Mech model.






Here n is the total number of collisions between ions and sp3H . The depth
dependent out–diffusion probability after the hydrocarbon formation e(−x/λ)
is added. The term YT Mech(E, T,Φ0) (see Eqs. (B.12 - B.14)) is the yield of
chemical erosion at a constant flux of (Φ0 = 10
18m−2s−1).
2.4 Flux dependence of chemical erosion
It is observed that the kinetic part of the erosion yield is flux independent,
therefore, in order to implement the correct flux dependence the thermal
contribution (Ytherm) to the erosion has to be flux dependent. A flux inter-
polation is done with the help of Roth’s formula (mainly the thermal part
(Ytherm(1 +DYdam))).
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The erosion yield given by the Mech model is correct only for a flux of
1018m−2s−1 (this is kept as the reference level flux Φ0). It has been observed
that with increasing flux, the temperature at which the yield is maximum
(Tmax(E,Φ)) and the absolute value of the yield (Ymax(E,Φ)) increases. It is
assumed that Tmax(E,Φ) predicted by the Roth model is correct (although
Ymax(E,Φ) is not). Then in order to calculate the flux dependent erosion yield
for a given flux Φ and energy E, one proceeds as follows:
(1) First the ∆T from Roth’s formula (see Fig. 8) is computed
∆T = Tmax(E,Φ)− Tmax(E,Φ0) (14)
(2) then the erosion yield from the Mech model at T −∆T,Φ0 is calculated
YT Mech(E, T −∆T,Φ0) (15)
(3) the corrected flux dependent erosion yield is given by
YTcor(E, T,Φ) = YT Mech(E, T −∆T,Φ0) · YRoth(E, T,Φ)
YRoth(E, T,Φ0)
(16)
If the sample is composed of n layers, then the total flux dependent thermal
erosion yield is







Finally the total erosion yield of carbon is:
Y = Yphysical(E) + Y0 SDTrim(E, T0) + YT SDTrim(E, T,Φ) (18)
Having developed the new module SDTrimSP, in the following part of this sec-
tion the general algorithm in the simulation and its technical implementation
is presented.
A pre–calculated number of energetic particles, depending on the fluence, are
incident on the target. The target is divided into 1D layers and during each
fluence step the incident particles initiate a collision cascade in the target. At
the end of each fluence step sputtering yield (chemical and physical), scattering
coefficient, and implantation is calculated and then the sample is updated
accordingly.
Depending upon the incident particle and target combination it is checked
after each collision whether some thermal chemical reactions are possible or
not. If yes, then the chemistry module is used to implement the reactions.
Then the depth dependent out–diffusion probability of the reactions products
is also calculated and this is used to calculate the thermal part of the erosion
yield.
During the cascade the number of broken bonds is calculated for each layer.
During the collision with the target atoms the incident particles loose their
energy and at the end of the collision cascade they get implanted into the
target. The number of the implanted hydrogen atoms are calculated for each
layer. At the end of the fluence step the total number of implanted hydrogen
atoms and bond breaking are used for the calculation of the kinetic part of
the erosion yield.
As explained in section (2.1) the maximum amount of bonded hydrogen has an
upper limit of 1/3. At the end of each fluence step the relative concentration of
the bonded hydrogen is calculated and if it exceeds the upper limit the surplus
hydrogen is treated as freely moving. This hydrogen can then diffuse through
the target and leave the system. The corresponding interchange among the
different carbon hybridization states is also done simultaneously.
The surface binding energy (SBE) for the pure carbon target (mainly sp2
centers) is 7.37 eV [14]. When this sample is bombarded with Ar+ then sp2 as
well as sp3 carbon centers are present and both of them should have the same
SBE of 7.37 eV. In case of H → a–H:C the SBE of sp3 carbon centers changes
due to the presence of hydrogen. By fitting the experimental data for physical
sputtering of H by C at 300 K, a SBE of 4.50 eV for sp3 and sp3H gives the
best results (see Fig. 9). It must be noted that at 300 K the concentration
of sp2 carbon centers is negligible. At higher temperatures the SBE of sp3H
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remains 4.50 eV where as for sp3 it depends on the ratio of sp3H : (sp
3+ sp3H).
For example if one start with a pure carbon target, as the system evolves the
relative concentrations of sp2, sp3 and sp3H changes and accordingly the SBE
of sp3 also varies.
Finally all the counters for the bond breaking and hydrogen implantation in
each layer are reset to zero.
3 Further validation
Using SDTrimSP the calculations were performed to study the two exper-
iments namely H → C and Ar|H → a–C:H. Temperature dependence of
erosion yield for these two cases are shown in Fig. 2 and 3. It can be observed
that the simulation results obtained from the new SDTrimSP version follows
very well the trends of both the experiments.
Fig. 4 shows the temperature dependence of the erosion yield for 200 eV
and Fig. 5 shows the energy dependence of the erosion yield at 700 K. The
simulation results by SDTrimSP matches very well the energy and temperature
dependence of the chemical erosion yield.
The flux dependence of erosion yield obtained from SDTrimSP is in good
agreement with the experimental data (Fig. 6 and 7). The analytical mod-
els available do not predict the flux, temperature and energy dependence of
erosion very well. But the combination of important elements from different
models leads to good agreement with the experiments.
In Fig. 2 the chemical sputtering yield and in Fig. 9 the total sputtering yield
(including physical sputtering as well) for different energies is presented. From
Fig. 2 it is clear that the chemical erosion yield is negligible at higher energies
(> 1keV ) so the sputtering yield at higher energies in Fig. 2 is mainly due to
the physical sputtering. The very good agreement between the experiments
and the simulation results from SDTrimSP shows that the choice of SBE is
reasonable.
The aim of the present work was to develop a model which can reproduce the
experimental results of the flux, temperature and energy dependence of the
chemical erosion.
Different experimental data and theoretical models were taken and then they
were used to parameterize different physics aspects of the problem. The fitted
values were used to develop the new module of SDTrimSP presented in this
paper and then the new SDTrimSP version was validated against most of the
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experimental data available.
A first illustration of the quality of the new model is shown in Fig. (9). Exper-
imental data from [6,3] measured at room temperature for two different flux
densities show no influence of the flux density on the measured total steady
state sputtering yield. The new module is able to reproduce both the values
and the dependence on incidence energy of hydrogen quite well.
Also, no effect is observed within SDTrimSP for the two different flux densities.
The experimental data at 800 K for a fixed flux density [6,13] show a quite
different dependence of the total steady state sputtering yield with respect to
the energy of the impinging hydrogen compared to the data at 300 K. The
model is able to reproduce this as well.
Further checks of the model are done (see Fig. 10) for the temperature depen-
dence of the chemical erosion yield ([6,13]) for a fixed energy and flux density
of hydrogen. The onset and maximum is reasonable well reproduced by the
model.
Fig. 11 shows the flux dependence of the chemical erosion yield at 750 and
850 K. The model does not agree perfectly in this case, but still the tenden-
cies are reproduced. The sensitivity of this particular comparison is obvious,
taking into account that the same calculated data for 700 K fit nearly perfect
the experimental one, whereas in the case of 800 K one observes larger devi-
ations. Here, the possible large error bars of the experimental data should be
considered. In fact, the new model reproduces at least the trends quite well.
Application of the new model is also able to deliver information about the
system, which is nearly impossible to obtain experimentally. As an example,
Fig. 12 shows the development of the depth profiles of hydrogen, sp2 and
sp3 for different fluences for an energy of 200 eV of incident hydrogen atoms.
After a fluence of 1 · 1020 m−2 nearly all sp2 is converted into sp3 within
the penetration depth of hydrogen. With increased fluence, more and more
implanted hydrogen is bonded to an open bond of carbon and as a consequence
more and more sp3 is transferred into sp3H and a H:C layer is formed. The
formation of a saturation layer starts at about 5 ·1020 m−2 until it equilibrates
over the full depth range. Implanted hydrogen, which does not form bonds
with carbon, is considered to experience induced diffusion into the direction
of the surface [1] and can leave the system. In steady-state, a typical H:C
layer is developed with a H/(H+C) ratio of 1:3. During this process, both
physical and chemical sputtering and scattering of hydrogen occur. Fig. 13
shows the development of the physical and chemical sputtering yields. For a
fluence of 5 ·1020 m−2 saturation of hydrogen is reached. With further increase
of the fluence the additional hydrogen diffuses through the surface and the
saturated layer penetrated deeper in the sample but at these depths the escape
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probability of the hydrocarbons is very low and therefore we observe a quasi
steady–state where the erosion yield are practically constant. The start of the
saturation is clearly visible in the sputtering yields (at fluence of 6 ·1020 m−2),
especially in the chemical one.
Fig. 14 shows the depth profile of the point of origin for hydrocarbon molecules
at different energies. At lower energy of 0.01 keV total sputtering is dominated
by the chemical erosion and contribution from the physical sputtering is neg-
ligible. In general, the process of chemical sputtering is maximum close to the
surface and decays rapidly with increasing depth. In case of physical sputtering
significant contribution comes even from deeper layers.
4 Summary and conclusion
The new version of the program SDTrimSP calculates the physical and chem-
ical sputtering of carbon due to (i) H or (ii) Ar+ and H. The results matches
very well with the experiments for different parameter range of energy, tem-
perature and flux. The simulations also provides information about the depth
profile of various species for different incident fluences and the dynamics of the
erosion process. In the present work no attempt is made to consider radiation
damage, for example, the creation of voids, clustering of implanted ions or























































































































Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the reactions leading to methane production due to
atomic hydrogen impact on amorphous hydrogenated carbon films, as proposed by
Ku¨ppers and co–workers [8,5,3].
Fig. 2. Calculated room temperature erosion yields of H on a C target at normal
incidence as a function of the incident energy of H compared with experimental
data [3].
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Fig. 3. Calculated steady state sputtering yields versus the incident energy of Ar on
a H:C target at normal incidence a) without and b) with thermal H flux. The results
are compared with experimental data [7]. E(H) is the energy of thermal hydrogen
used in the different models.
Fig. 4. Calculated steady state methane yields of H on a C target at normal incidence
as a function of target temperature compared with experimental data [3].
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Fig. 5. Calculated steady state methane yields of H on a C target at normal incidence
as a function of the ion energy of H compared with experimental data [3] at 700 K.
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Fig. 6. Calculated steady state methane yields T=700 K of H on a C target at
normal incidence as a function of hydrogen flux compared with experimental data
[13].
Fig. 7. Calculated steady state methane yields T=800 K of H on a C target at
normal incidence as a function of hydrogen flux compared with experimental data
[13].
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Fig. 8. Correction of thermal erosion yield of Mech [3] at a H flux Φ = 1018 m−2s−1
to get values at Φ = 1022 m−2s−1 (SDTrimSP) using the analytical formula by
Roth [6].
Fig. 9. Calculated steady state sputtering yields T=300 K and T=800 K of H on a
C target at normal incidence as a function of energy compared with experimental
data [3,6].
21
Fig. 10. Calculated steady state methane yields at 1 keV of H on a C target at
normal incidence as a function of target temperature compared with experimental
data [6,13].
Fig. 11. Calculated steady state methane yields for 750 K and 850 K versus the flux
of H on a C target at normal incidence compared with experimental data [13].
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Fig. 12. Development of the profile of H, sp2, sp3 and sp3H for H → a–C:H with an
energy of 200 eV at different fluences ranging from 1 · 1020 – 10 · 1020m−2.
23
Fig. 13. Development of physical and chemical sputtering yield of carbon for H →
a–C:H target with energy of 200 eV.
Fig. 14. Depth profile of the Point of formation for hydrocarbon molecules.
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A Model by Roth
The total erosion yield of carbon under hydrogen bombardment, Ytot, consists
of three components, the physical sputtering yield (Yphys), the thermal erosion
yield (Ytherm), enhanced by radiation damage (Ydam) and the sputtering of
radicals (Ysurf ).
Ytot = Yphys + Ytherm(1 +D · Ydam) + Ysurf (A.1)
For an ion energy E0
Yphys = Q · S(1− E2/3)(1− E)2 with E = Eth/E0 (A.2)
Ydam = Q · S(1− E2/3)(1− E)2 with E = Edam/E0 (A.3)







The thermal erosion yield at an ion flux Φ, can be obtained by
Ytherm = c
sp3 0.033 · exp(−EthermkT )




where D, Q, Etf (Thomas–Fermi energy for the ion target interaction), Eth,
Etherm, Edam, and Edes are parameters depending on the hydrogen isotope
(given in table 1). csp
3
is the concentration of the sp3 carbon centers and S is
the nuclear stopping power approximated by
S =
0.5 · ln(1 + 1.2288 · E)
E + 0.1728
√
E + 0.008 · E0.1504 with E = E0/Etf (A.7)
csp3 =
c · (2 · 10−32 · Φ + exp(E))















For high ion fluxes the correction term c is replaced by
c =
1
(1 + 3 · 10−23 · Φ) , (A.10)
where the flux Φ is given in ions/m2/s. The parameters used in Eqs. A.1 -
A.10 are provided in Table 1.
Table A.1
Parameters for chemical erosion
Parameter Hydrogen Deuterium Tritium
Etf 415 eV 447 eV 479 eV
Q 0.035 0.1 0.12
Eth 31 eV 27 eV 29 eV
Edam 15 eV 15 eV 15 eV
Edes 2 eV 2 eV 2 eV
Erel 1.8 eV for pure carbon
1.5 eV for Si,Ti,W doped carbon
1.2 eV for B doped carbon
Etherm 1.7
D 250 125 83
B Extended Ku¨ppers model by Mech
In this subsection we present the detailed rate equations for chemical erosion
obtained by Mech et al.. The rate equation for every process is written with
the bracketed quantities as concentrations and Φ as H atom flux. The system
can be described by the following set of differential equations:
(1) Transformation from graphitic sp2 to spxH with a neighboring sp
3 carbon
center (state a to state b) can occur either by the hydrogenation of a sp2
carbon center by a thermal hydrogen or an incoming energetic hydrogen
ion can break the double bond between two sp2 carbon centers leading to









= [sp2]σE Φ (B.2)
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Here σH (= 4.5× 10−20m2) is the hydrogenation cross–section and σE is
the fitting parameter giving effective cross–section for the bond breaking
and rearrangement of one of the graphitic sp2 carbon by an incident
energetic H ion. For hydrogen ions with energy U (in eV), mass M (in
amu) and Φ = 1018m−2s−1,
σE = 9.9× 10−17
√
M ln(1 + 0.00334(U − 5)2), U > 5 eV (B.3)
At higher temperatures split-off of this hydrogen (dehydrogenation)












13 s−1) is the frequency factor and E
−H is the acti-
vation energy for this process having a normal distribution with mean
value of 1.73 eV and a width of 0.52 eV.
(2) Repetitive application of the hydrogenation to spxH leads to sp
3, some





= [spxH ]σH Φ (B.5)
At low impact energies, kinetic ejection of the loosely bonded hydro-
carbons attached as ligands to sp3 carbon (state c) can take place. Since
the surface concentration of these sp3 carbon centers is high at low tem-
perature this effect is dominant at low impact energies and lower tem-





Here σi is the effective cross–section for the kinetic ejection of a methyl
group. This is also a fitting parameter given by
σi =
18.1 × 10−23√M ln(1 + 0.0033(U − 1)1.85)
1 + 0.0022(U − 1)1.77 , U > 1 eV (B.7)
(3) Abstraction of a singly bonded hydrogen can produce a carbon in the
radical spxCH configuration with a neighboring methyl–containing carbon








ED is the activation energy for the dehydrogenation process and it is
also normally distributed about 0.26 eV with a width of 0.14 eV. kD is
30





0.0068 + 2.5 × 10−5.M.U, U < 45 eV
0.0068 + 2.5 × 10−5.M.U + 0.006
.M ln(1 + 0.002(U − 45)1.8), U > 45 eV.
(B.9)
Hydrogenation can reverse the above reaction (state d to state c).
(4) For temperatures above ∼ 400 K, the radical can de–excite by split–off of
the neighboring methyl group and return the carbon atoms to graphitic









where kx (= 10
13 s−1) is the frequency factor and the normally dis-
tributed activation energy Ex for thermal release of methyl group has a
mean of 1.47 eV and a width of 0.41 eV.
(5) For graphite temperatures in excess of ∼ 1100 K thermal annealing can
return sp3 carbon atoms to sp2 state (state c to state a) via elimination of








where kan (= 10
13 s−1) is the frequency factor and Ean (= 2.42 eV ) is the
activation energy for the annealing.
Thus, at low temperatures, exposure of the film to thermal hydrogen atoms
results in the conversion of carbon from the sp2 to the sp3 hybridization state
with some fraction of radical centers, determined by the ratio of hydrogena-
tion and dehydrogenation. At higher temperatures (400–650 K) an equilibrium
balance between the supply of spx radical carbon centers from hydrogenation,
or abstraction and their loss through thermal decomposition due to methyl or
hydrogen split-off is established leading to measurable erosion rates. At even
higher temperatures, however, the rapid decomposition of the radical states
by H–atom split-off prevents significant hydrogenation to sp3 hybridization
states. This, in turn, means there is little or no abstraction occurring, and so,
there is no significant production of carbon in the radical carbon state. Thus,
chemical erosion is suppressed at higher temperatures.
The methane erosion yield is composed of a kinetic part Y0 and a thermal part
YT . For given steady state concentration of sp
3 and spxCH and σi the methane
yield is:
31
YCH4 = Y0(E, T0) +YT (E, T ) (B.12)




YCH4 = Y0Mech +YTMech (B.14)
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